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Age seems to play an important role in a wide range of employee behaviors. One interpretation of this role is that it depends more on people's beliefs about age than on the ages themselves. Despite the significance of this distinction for human resource planning, it has received little attention in the organizational literature. This article proposes an explanation for socially generated age effects and presents an exploratory study that used data from an electric utility.

Looking around the basement, some of the team's brand-new members would sometimes wonder what would happen to them when they turned thirty. Being young, they could make light of the questions, and say, as one did, "When a computer engineer gets old, he gets turned out to pasture or else made into dog food."

—Kidder (1981: 104)

Evaluating and comparing employee ages is an everyday pastime in organizations, insignificant in its appearance, yet significant in its results. In Kidder's (1981) account of the Data General Corporation, computer engineers observe the ages of co-workers, use their observations to assess their own career prospects, and note the absence of older engineers with discomfort. These reactions are generated not from the inherent characteristics of, but from people's responses to, chronological age. To the extent that such responses mold employee behavior, they play an important role in organizations. Indeed, people's beliefs, judgments, and notions about age appear involved in a wide range of employment issues, including hiring decisions, promotion opportunities, and employee performance (Dalton & Thompson, 1971; Kanter, 1977; Rosen & Jerdee, 1976a, 1976b, 1977; Sofer, 1970). Yet despite the significance of these employment issues, the organizational literature has given little attention to such age effects.

This article proposes that socially generated age effects result from age norms that evolve, in part, from actual age distributions within organizations. Age norms are defined here as widely shared judgments of the standard or
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typical ages of individuals holding a role or status.\footnote{Although this approach to defining age norms differs from many in that it does not include expectations, it is consistent with approaches that define norms as “frames of reference” or standardized ways of perceiving the world (Newcomb, Turner, & Converse, 1965: 229; Sherif, 1936).} Despite widespread belief that age distributions, age norms, and behavior are related (Riley, Johnson, & Foner, 1972), the relationships are not well understood. Previous research has provided some support for the existence of age norms in organizations (Martin & Strauss, 1956; Sofer, 1970), but the relationship between age norms and behavior remains essentially unknown (Abeles, Steel, & Wise, 1980; Edler, 1975; Marini, 1984). More extensive evidence exists for the relationship between age distributions and behavior (Elder & Rockwell, 1976; Hogan, 1981), but unfortunately, studies of age distributions have not measured age norms. And, although the literature provides theoretical support for a relationship between age distributions and age norms (Mannheim, 1928/1952; Simmel, 1950), to my knowledge this relationship has never been evaluated. The exploratory study of the socially generated effects of age presented here thus builds on earlier work by offering a more precise statement of the relationships between age distributions, age norms, and employee behavior.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Normative and Demographic Approaches

There is a long tradition of investigation of the effects of age in the sociological and anthropological literatures (Atchley, 1975; Cain, 1964; Eisenstadt, 1956; Elder, 1975; Riley, 1987; Riley et al., 1972). Linton (1940, 1942) and Parsons (1942) proposed the following explanation for why such effects take place. Chronological age is one of the few universal human experiences and as a result provides a basic structural link between individuals and social systems. People use age to classify the members of a social system into categories and to match them with roles and statuses. The matching process between age categories and roles and statuses produces widely shared beliefs about the standard or typical ages of members holding each social position. Linton suggested that the shared beliefs resulting from that process are age norms that exert considerable influence on behavior. Thus, age norms produce age effects.

Studies of such age effects have typically used one of two approaches. The normative approach measures the relationship between age norms and behavior. In contrast, the demographic approach uses age distributions as a proxy for age norms. As a result, the second approach examines the relationship between age distributions and behavior rather than that between age norms and behavior. Nevertheless, both approaches divide the human life span into groups by age. In addition, both suggest that age-group membership influences behavior: people apply positive and negative social pressures on those who deviate from behaviors considered typical for an age
group. In organizations, such social pressures frequently evolve around typical ages within careers that define success and identify failures. For instance, orchestra members believe their chances for moving into top-ranked orchestras decrease after they reach their early 30s (Faulkner, 1974).

The major distinction between the normative and demographic approaches lies in their measures of age-group membership. The normative approach defines age groups, also known as age grades (Radcliffe-Brown, 1929: 21), by members’ shared age judgments or age estimates of others within their social system. Several studies have supported the existence of such normative age groups within organizations. Sofer’s (1970) examination of two British firms uncovered shared beliefs among mid-career managers about the typical ages for career achievement. Similarly, Martin and Strauss (1956) discussed managers’ shared judgments of age-related career timetables, and Kanter (1977) observed shared age-related norms that employees use in defining fast-track and plateaued workers. In a study within an occupation, Faulkner suggested that American and Canadian hockey players exhibited a clear awareness of the “short and fateful” (1974: 142) age-related testing period for major league success.

In contrast, the demographic approach defines age groups, also known as age cohorts or age strata (Riley et al., 1972), by actual age distributions. Those who take such an approach examine an actual age distribution for some role or status and use the central tendency of that distribution to define age groups. Several studies imply a relationship between such demographic age groups and socially generated age effects. Rosenbaum’s (1984) longitudinal study of mobility within a large corporation showed that employees who get behind in age-based career patterns are less likely to receive future promotions. Rosenbaum (1984: 94) suggested that the high degree of ambition, anxiety, and achievement motivation evidenced by many young employees may be explained, not by their individual personalities (Maccoby, 1977) or by the characteristics of their jobs (Whyte, 1956), but by their response to the consequences of getting behind schedule. Hogan (1981) identified the typical ages for the education, first jobs, and marriages of a large sample of American men and found that men who deviated in any direction from the typical ordering of those events experienced lower total earnings and higher rates of marital disruption. Hogan speculated that age norms for the ordering of the three roles, represented in his study by demographically typical ages, produced the study’s results.

Although both the normative and demographic approaches have contributed to our understanding of socially generated age effects, each has limitations. First, although a number of researchers have drawn inferences about the effects of age norms on organizational careers (cf. Faulkner, 1974; Kanter, 1977; Martin & Strauss, 1956; Sofer, 1970), they have not provided a systematic examination of normative age groups. Thus, many questions remain unanswered. For instance, what are the age boundaries of normative age groups and where do those boundaries come from? How are normative age groups matched with roles and statuses within careers? If an individual
deviates from the normative age group for a role or status, then how does that deviation influence the behavior of other individuals toward him or her?

Second, although demographic measures simplify studies of age effects, the rationale underlying the approach that uses such measures is that demographic age groups represent age norms. Investigators have assumed a one-to-one correspondence between the central tendencies of an age distribution and the age norms created by employees’ shared age judgments. The plausibility of that assumption depends on the accuracy of employees’ judgments: when age judgments are accurate, normative and demographic age groups are identical. However, research has indicated that employees frequently misperceive organizational reality (Lawrence, 1984; Rosenbaum, 1988).

The result of this potential disparity is that demographic research may not properly account for socially generated age effects. Consider, for instance, an organization in which age distributions favor promotions for young managers. For each career level, the age distribution defines a demographic age group that identifies managers as ahead of schedule, on schedule, and behind schedule in their organizational careers. If managers perceive these demographic age groups accurately, the age norms that develop for a managerial career may encourage aspiring young managers to respond with high work involvement because they accurately perceive favorable opportunities for promotion. However, when managers perceive demographic age groups inaccurately, age effects such as work involvement may bear little relationship to the actual opportunity structure. For instance, if, despite the organizational reality, managers believe that promotions favor middle-aged managers, the norms that develop might produce the M.B.A. syndrome—young employees frustrated by the perceived slowness of promotion possibilities. In such a situation, demographic research could not easily explain the observed effects of age.

Several researchers have pointed out the limitations of the two approaches. Hogan (1981), for one, suggested that demographic age transitions for roles and statuses are not the entire picture. Age norms for transitions are important explanatory variables, but little is known about such norms. He quotes from Elder (1975): “No large sample study has provided evidence on normative expectations and sanctions regarding the timing and synchronization of social roles and transitions over the life span . . . . The process by which age norms or timetables are constructed, transmitted, and learned remains largely unexplored territory” (Hogan, 1981: 13).

Thus, the connections between demographic age patterns, age norms, and behavior are still largely unexplored. Since results from both the normative and demographic approaches have suggested that those connections are significant for human resource issues, an organizational explanation for the effects of age merits further attention.

A Proposed Explanation for Socially Generated Age Effects

The following explanation is proposed: age distributions drive the development of age norms, and age norms produce age effects. The rationale for those relationships begins with the concept of social norms. Social norms
are statements by members of a social system on standards for behavior (Newcomb et al., 1965: 229; Sherif, 1936). Age-specific social norms are age norms. Members agree on the age boundaries for typical incumbents of a role or status and perceive any individual whose age violates those boundaries as deviant. Thus, age norms are widely shared judgments of the standard or typical ages of individuals holding each role or status. Homans (1950) suggested that norms evolve because people in groups develop behavioral patterns, observe them, and then agree, either explicitly or implicitly, that the patterns represent behavioral standards.

Scholars have maintained that all social systems develop age-related behavioral standards (Linton, 1936: 116–118; Murdock, 1945: 124), and the limited existing empirical evidence supports that view (Eisenstadt, 1956; Neugarten & Datan, 1973; Neugarten, Moore, & Lowe, 1965; Neugarten & Petersen, 1957; Passuth, Maines, & Neugarten, 1984). If so, it seems likely that employees observe age distributions, develop shared judgments of those distributions, and see the behavioral patterns that evolve around age as standards of behavior. Commonplace organizational gossip such as “isn’t he a bit young for that job?” and “I never thought they would hire someone my age!” provide examples of how employees apply such standards in their evaluations of roles and statuses.

Explanations for why such patterns acquire meaning as behavioral standards focus on the development of normative age groups and the processes by which people distinguish “us” from “them.” Work by Mannheim (1928/1952) and Ryder (1965) has suggested that normative age groups develop because individuals of similar age share comparable experiences and therefore develop like attitudes and beliefs. Within an occupational status, the central tendency of the age distribution defines a group of employees of similar age. Such employees share the experience of their life stage (cf. Gould, 1978; Levinson, 1978; Vaillant, 1977), and frequently have families at comparable stages of development. Moreover, their economic attainments afford them similar leisure activities, and, in organizations with high average tenure, they share organizational memories of “what things were like in the old days.” As a result of shared experiences, employees of similar ages recognize themselves and are perceived by others as distinct groups. Thus, shared experiences define normative age groups, specify the boundaries of group membership and nonmembership, and thereby become standards of behavior.

Although the preceding discussion suggests a primary causal order for the relationships between age distributions, age norms, and employee behavior, it does not imply that reciprocal relationships do not occur. In

---

2 The order is informed by the work of Rosenberg, who suggested that “research must allow for the dominant direction of influence of variables” (1968: 11–13). Rosenberg also suggested two factors that indicate the dominant direction: the time order and the fixity or alterability of variables. Variables that are more fixed and less malleable than others come first within a causal sequence. The time order of variables in the explanation proposed here is suggested by the rationale underlying their relationships and supported by their relative fixity. Age distributions are relatively more fixed than age norms because, after organizational turnover is controlled for, age distributions can be predicted with 100 percent accuracy.
fact, age norms may influence age distributions, and employee behavior may alter age norms. For instance, over time, an age effect such as managers' ratings of employees' performance may influence the positions employees hold, thus affecting the age distribution of those positions and the norms that develop. However, the suggested causal order does mean that it would be difficult for an organization to support a change in age norms without a concomitant change in the age distribution. Reciprocal relationships are ultimately of interest to the specification of an organizational theory of age effects but are secondary and not examined here in detail.

The aerospace industry provides an example of how the primary relationships between age distributions, age norms, and employee behavior may occur and what effect they may have on organizations. During the late 1960s and early 1970s, an economic downturn resulted in fewer entry-level engineering hires within aerospace companies. This produced organizations characterized in the mid-1980s by bimodal age distributions. The TRW Corporation, for instance, has a small number of middle-aged managers relative to the numbers of young and old managers it employs. Assume for the moment that companies with such age distributions promote from within and that their growth remains fairly stable. If, as was proposed, age distributions drive the development of age norms and age norms produce age effects, the following scenario may pose a potentially serious personnel problem for such firms over the next 20 years.

For many years, demographic career patterns in aerospace companies have favored promotions for middle-aged managers. However, when the current group of older managers retires, there will not be enough top-notch middle-aged managers to fill the vacancies. That fact will create a promotional demand for younger managers and dramatically decrease the average age of middle management. It seems likely that the youngest employees will observe the promotions, note the altered age distributions, and develop age-based promotional expectations that fit their observations. Thus, age norms for middle management positions will shift suddenly from the typical middle-aged manager to the typical younger manager.

Unfortunately, only the leading edge of the younger group will experience this favorable promotion environment. As soon as all the older employees retire and the positions are filled, the availability of new vacancies will slow considerably. The younger managers who received promotions will be around for quite a while; thus, actual promotion patterns will shift again in favor of middle-aged managers. It seems unlikely that the younger age norms for middle management positions will return to middle-aged norms quite as rapidly as the actual average age for the positions increases. Until employee perceptions readjust, the discrepancy will produce a situation in which promotion expectations are regularly violated. Thus, the age effect is likely to be the creation of an unusually large, disaffected group of younger employ-

---

3 Personal communications with engineering managers and human resource staff members at the TRW Corporation provided this information.
ees who may respond by decreased motivation or by seeking opportunities elsewhere.

**Hypotheses**

The study described in the next section examined whether the proposed relationships between age distributions, age norms, and employee behavior provide a plausible explanation for socially generated age effects. Data from an electric utility were used to examine those relationships within a managerial career. The following three hypotheses guided the empirical examination.

Managerial careers supply several advantages for studies of socially generated age effects. First, managerial careers are defined by formal status hierarchies. Position on such a hierarchy provides an explicit, unambiguous anchor for age judgments. Thus, the status of any particular career level in relation to other career levels has strong convergent and nomological validity (cf. Bagozzi, 1980) for organizational members. Second, since an individual can occupy only one level at a time, formal advancement is inevitably associated with the age of the individual. That association makes it likely that employees use age to differentiate between career levels and therefore that age norms develop.

The first question to be answered was whether managerial careers within a work organization are age graded; that is, have employees developed shared perceptions of typical ages that differ across career levels? An organizational career is age graded only when normative age groups, defined by employees' shared judgments of typical ages, distinguish between levels. In an age-graded organization, employees agree that the age groups associated with each career level are distinct. In an organization undifferentiated by age, employees agree that a manager's age is unrelated to career level. Thus,

**Hypothesis 1:** Normative age groups differ across career levels.

If age grading exists, the second question is whether employees perceive demographic age groups accurately. As discussed in the theoretical section, the assumption supporting the use of demographic age groups to predict behavior is that employees' age judgments are accurate and that age norms therefore map directly onto actual age distributions. If that is true, employees' shared judgments of what is typical for each career level should cluster randomly around the actual typical age. Thus,

**Hypothesis 2:** Normative and demographic age groups for each career level are identical.

Although Hypothesis 2 addresses whether misperceptions occur, it does not address why they occur. This study was not designed to test various explanations for misperceptions; however, I explored the pattern of judgment errors to assess whether they appeared random or systematic. Differences that appeared random would offer little justification for the proposed relationship between age distributions and age judgments. Differences that appeared systematic might indicate what direction future studies should
take in examining the association between age distributions and age judgments.\(^4\)

The final question was whether managers’ membership in or deviation from the age groups associated with their career level influences the behavior of other employees toward them. This study examined the association between age groups and managers’ performance ratings of managerial subordinates. Individuals whom managers perceive as young for their position, the “fast-trackers” or “water walkers,” are generally viewed with higher regard than those who are seen as old (Kanter, 1977). Thus, Hypothesis 3: There is a significant relationship between normative age group deviation and performance ratings. Specifically, when compared with the number of high performance ratings managers give to randomly selected managerial subordinates:

a) Managers’ performance ratings of managerial subordinates are more likely to be high when managerial subordinates are younger than the normative ages for their career level.

b) Managers’ performance ratings of managerial subordinates are less likely to be high when managerial subordinates are older than the normative ages for their career level.

c) Managers’ performance ratings of managerial subordinates are equally likely to be high when managerial subordinates are members of the normative age group for their career level.

The explanation underlying this study suggests that a relationship between demographic age groups and performance ratings should be observed only to the extent that demographic and normative age groups are similar. If demographic and normative age groups are identical (Hypothesis 2), each should exhibit the same association with performance ratings. However, if demographic and normative age groups differ, the association between normative age groups and performance ratings should be greater than the association between demographic age groups and performance ratings. This pattern should occur because, as I proposed, shared beliefs about standard or typical ages rather than actual standard or typical ages influence managers’ performance ratings. However, if demographic age groups appear systematically related to normative age groups, the associations of demographic and

---

\(^4\) For instance, decision theory suggests that, when faced with an uncertain distribution, people tend to overestimate its lower boundary and underestimate its upper boundary, thus producing a systematic regression towards the mean (Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1982). Observing such a systematic pattern raises additional questions. Does the pattern occur in all organizations, or does it only occur in organizations in which employees perceive the distribution as uncertain? Under what conditions does an organization’s age distribution appear uncertain to employees? If scholars can understand how employees make judgments, perhaps we can anticipate what organizational characteristics are likely to produce what patterns of age norms.
normative age groups with performance ratings should exhibit a similar direction, even if the magnitude of the association differs.

METHODS

Data

Demographic and questionnaire data on managerial careers were collected from an electric utility. The Bennix Power Company (not its real name) is an old, established firm. Traditionally, people come to work in the company after finishing their schooling and remain until retirement. The average age of managerial employees is 48 years (range = 25–66), the average tenure is 24 years (range = 0–44), and the correlation between age and tenure is .78. The company’s formal management hierarchy includes eight career levels: level 1 is a first-level supervisory position and level 8 includes the chief executive officer and the president. Managerial vacancies are filled internally, and advancement is a slow process. Employees have ample opportunity, therefore, to develop shared and accurate judgments of the age distribution.

The questionnaire was developed in several stages. After preliminary development, ten individuals from an executive education class who were selected for their diverse backgrounds were interviewed about specific questionnaire items and their experiences with age-related work issues. Each interview lasted one and a half to three hours. A revised version of the questionnaire was then pretested with the entire class (N = 36), and further revisions were made on the basis of this feedback. After the company’s management agreed to participate in the project, I spent three months in the organization. My purpose was to tailor the questionnaire to the organization and to solicit additional questions of interest to its management. Discussions that included several half-day meetings were held with members of the human resources staff. In addition, I conducted four formal interviews of one and a half to three hours each with employees of varying ages, career levels, genders, and functional areas. Each of these employees completed a copy of the questionnaire before being interviewed.

After these discussions and subsequent questionnaire revisions had occurred, the company approved the questionnaire for distribution. Questionnaires were distributed through company mail, and the company permitted one follow-up memorandum. Sixty-six percent (N = 390) of all managers returned the questionnaire. Questionnaire data were checked carefully for coding errors. An independent comparison of the final data set against the original questionnaires by two coders indicated that the error rate was negligible (< 0.07%). Demographic data and the company’s employee performance ratings were obtained for all managers (N = 593).

Sampling bias was examined by comparing demographic characteristics of the managers who completed the questionnaire and of the population of managers. Respondents were representative of the population in career level, functional area, and gender. Response levels fluctuated by age and
tenure, with the distribution of responses biased towards younger managers who had been in the company fewer years. Other comparisons were not possible because the questionnaires were answered anonymously; however, further examination of the data suggested that the age and tenure biases should not affect the results. First, neither age nor tenure is related strongly to age judgments (Lawrence, 1985). Second, tenure appears to exert no effect on age judgments independent of age. The high correlation between age and tenure prohibited a linear decomposition of age and tenure effects, so a Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was used to see whether newcomers and oldtimers viewed the organization any differently. I matched 13 employee pairs (N = 26) on age, gender, functional area, and career level. One group comprised individuals who had been with the company for 2 years or less, and the other, individuals who had been with the company for 15 years or more. The results showed no significant difference between the two groups on any of the 24 age judgments assessed in this study. Thus, although it remains possible that sampling bias affected the results, it seems unlikely.

Measures

**Age judgments.** Respondents’ judgments of the ages of managers in each career level were used to assess normative age groups. Age norms do not exist without such judgments because standards for age-typical behavior cannot be enforced without wide agreement on the typical ages. For each career level in the organization, the questionnaire asked managers’ judgments of (1) the typical age of individuals in that level and (2) the age range of individuals in that level. Actual company titles for each career level were used. In the example shown in Figure 1, the respondent indicates that he believes the typical age of supervisors is 37 and that supervisors range in age from 25 to 38 years old.\(^5\)

---

\(^5\) The visual age scale allowed people to be flexible in answering questions. Pretesting indicated that people will come up with a numerical age if forced to do so; however, they find it easier to respond to a visual picture of an entire age range. Whether the two methods would have elicited different responses is unknown. Additional study on the reliability and validity of different methods of obtaining age judgments is necessary.
This study follows Homans' (1950) description of normative inference, in which standards of behavior are inferred from what people say is typical (cf. Labovitz & Hagedorn, 1973). The disadvantage of normative inference is that it does not assess directly whether subjects perceive their judgments of typical behaviors to be standards. However, direct questions concerning behavioral standards assume that people are equally aware of what behaviors are typical and what behaviors are atypical. On the basis of the preliminary interviews and questionnaire pretesting, that assumption appeared unwarranted for age. People are much better at describing the actual typical age for an activity than they are at discussing what is atypical. The social norms around age seem deeply embedded within everyday life: when asked about atypical ages, people often treat the question as absurd. For that reason, respondents' age judgments of typical managers were used to define normative age groups.

**Normative age groups.** Age norms were defined earlier as widely shared beliefs about the standard or typical ages of individuals holding roles or statuses. The set of ages that defines the standard or typical ages for any role or status is its normative age group. There are two issues in defining normative age groups from a distribution of age judgments. One is deciding how to select the age boundaries. The other is deciding how much agreement there must be before judgments are said to be shared. This study followed Kluckhohn, who suggested that “the best conceptual model of the culture can only state correctly the central tendencies and ranges of variation” in a distribution (1951: 76).

The normative age group for each career level was defined as the age range circumscribing the central tendency in the distribution of typical age judgments. I selected age-group boundaries using the youngest and oldest ages that received at least 10 percent (N = 39) of the responses. Those age-group boundaries seem likely to be multiples of five because census reports in many countries show that people characteristically report ages that end in 0 and 5 (Shyrock, Siegel, & associates, 1980: 204). If that occurred for respondents' judgments, using means and standard deviations to define age-group boundaries might have failed to capture an important component of what managers judged to be typical.

Following Jacobsen and Van Der Voordt (1980), I considered managers’ age judgments to be widely shared when the level of agreement delineated a representative norm, “the relative frequency of the modal category being so great that it represents the population’s response for most intents and

---

6 I once asked a 45-year-old defense industry manager whether there were any standard ages within his company for middle-level managers. His reply was “Of course not. We promote the best people available.” I then asked whether he would hire a 25-year-old individual in his middle-level job. This time he said, “Let’s not be ridiculous.” Although his response appeared reasonable to him, in some companies, for instance, start-up electronics firms, a 25-year-old middle manager would not be at all out of place. The point is that this manager was so unaware of his own age standards that he could not discuss a question concerning standard ages unless confronted with ages that grossly violated his expectations.
purposes" (1980: 473). For the Bennix Power Company, that level of agreement was reached when 66.6 percent of the respondents agreed on the normative age group for a career level.\textsuperscript{7}

**Demographic age groups.** Demographic age groups were defined by the age range one standard deviation around the mean age of the population for each career level. I used the standard deviation to define demographic age group boundaries because it provides a generally accepted measure of central tendency.

**Performance ratings.** Managers’ performance ratings for all managerial subordinates were obtained for the population of the company’s managers who had received performance ratings the year the questionnaire was distributed (N = 542). All managers in levels 2 through 8 rate subordinate managers. Bennix’s performance ratings range from unacceptable (0) to excellent (5). Most managers receive good (3) ratings (N = 305, 56.3%), suggesting this category can be interpreted as including competent but not outstanding individuals. I considered the managers whose ratings were above (N = 161, 29.7%) or below (N = 76, 14.0%) those of that group as the high and low performers at the company.

### RESULTS

The top part of Table 1 shows the means, standard deviations, and ranges of age judgments for the eight career levels. All eight levels exhibited considerable variation in age judgments. An analysis reported elsewhere (Lawrence, 1985) has indicated that only a small portion of the variation in age judgments can be attributed to a respondent’s age, organizational tenure, career level, or education.

Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution for level 1. The remaining seven distributions exhibit a similar pattern.\textsuperscript{8} Two interesting characteristics of the frequency distributions should be noted. First, as expected, respondents tended to specify ages that are multiples of five. On the average, 55 percent of the typical age judgments for each career level fell in that category. Thus, the managers studied tended to treat the interval age scale as an 11-step ordinal item and did not distinguish between ages less than five years apart. This results in peaks in the frequency distributions that have more to do with how people interpret questions about age than with the essential characteristics of the distribution.

When the distinction between ordinal and interval interpretations of the age scale are taken into account, the second salient characteristic of the

\textsuperscript{7} The 66.6 percent level of agreement was computed using Jacobsen and Van Der Voordt’s guidelines for assessing widely shared social norms using modal frequencies. The following equation specifies the requisite level of agreement for a given study: \( p_{k_{\text{rep}}} = \frac{1}{2}(1 + \frac{1}{K}) \), where \( p_{k_{\text{rep}}} \) is the level of agreement required for a representative norm and \( K \) equals the number of response categories. In the firm studied, there are three response categories for each career level because an employee’s age judgment can fall either within, ahead, or behind the range of normative ages. Thus, \( p_{k_{\text{rep}}} = \frac{1}{2}(1 + \frac{1}{3}) = 66.6\%. \)

\textsuperscript{8} Age judgment and actual age distributions for each level are available from the author.
### TABLE 1
Perceived and Actual Ages for the Managerial Career at the Company Studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career Level</th>
<th>Typical Age</th>
<th>Youngest Age</th>
<th>Oldest Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Means</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>Ranges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Supervisor</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>28-57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Senior supervisor</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>30-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Division head</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>33-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Assistant department head</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>35-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Department head</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>35-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Vice president</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>44-63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Senior vice president</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>45-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. President and CEO</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>50-75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career Level</th>
<th>Medians</th>
<th>Modes</th>
<th>μ</th>
<th>σ</th>
<th>Ranges</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Supervisor</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>25-66</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Senior supervisor</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>30-64</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Division head</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>28-65</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Assistant department head</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>31-62</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Department head</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>33-65</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Vice president</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>40-61</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Senior vice president</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>52-58</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. President and CEO</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>61-62</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Results are for a group of 390 respondents.

\(^b\) Results are for a population of 593 managers.
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distributions that emerged is that they are basically unimodal. For every career level, all ages that received more than 10 percent of the responses occurred at adjacent five-year intervals. Moreover, with few exceptions, the fraction of responses between those ages is higher than the fraction of responses between other five-year age intervals. Thus, the distributions are unimodal, both for the ages that are multiples of five and for those that are not. This pattern suggests that respondents agreed that a single age group represented what is typical for each level. An alternate finding might have been a bimodal or multimodal distribution, indicating that some people believed one age group was typical and others believed a different age group was typical. This result is important because it permits the specification of a single normative age group for each career level.

The lower part of Table 1 summarizes the actual age distributions for all career levels. The youngest manager in the company was 25 and the oldest manager was 66. The age range of managers was large in each of the first five levels but decreased dramatically in levels 6 through 8. The decrease reflected the increasing ages of the youngest managers in the higher career levels. Although the ages of managers in levels 1 through 3 were somewhat normally distributed, the age distributions of levels 4 through 8 were fairly flat.

Figure 3 shows the normative and demographic age groups defined for each of the eight career levels. The specification of age groups for level 1 provides an example of the definition process. The normative age group for level 1 is the age range defined by the youngest and oldest ages that received 10 percent of the responses. Figure 2 shows that responses on the ages 35, 40, and 45 exceeded 10 percent of the total responses (13%, 17%, and 16%). The ages between 35 and 40 accounted for 15 percent of the total responses, and the ages between 40 and 45 accounted for 9 percent. The next closest candidate for inclusion as a normative age group boundary is age 30. However, responses on this age and the ages between 30 and 35 occurred much less frequently. The fraction of responses on age 30 was 6 percent, and the fraction of responses between 30 and 35 was also 6 percent. Seventy percent of all respondents believed the typical age of level 1 managers to be between 35 and 45. Thus, I selected 35 and 45 as the normative age group boundaries for this career level.

On the average, 73 percent of all respondents agreed on the normative age groups for each career level (range = 66–81%). Thus, with the exception of level 2, which just misses the suggested 66.6 percent cutoff, the level of managers’ agreement on age judgments suggests these normative age groups delineate representative norms (Jacobsen & Van Der Voordt, 1980).

The demographic age group for level 1 is defined by the age range one standard deviation around the mean age. The mean age for level 1 is 47.2, and the standard deviation is 8.9. Thus, 38.3 and 56.1 are the demographic age group boundaries for this career level.
The Existence of Age Grading

Hypothesis 1 states that normative age groups differ across career levels. Figure 3 shows the comparison of normative age groups across the eight career levels. Although several normative age groups overlap, there are four mutually disjoint age categories: 35–45, 45–55, 55–60, and 60–62. Typical managers in level 1, levels 3–5, level 7, and level 8 are seen as different in age from one another; thus, the managerial career appears to be age graded.
This aggregate analysis of judgments obscures individual response patterns; it is possible, given the large variation in responses for each level, that most individual respondents did not see age differences between career levels. To take an extreme example, suppose that the typical age judgments for level 1 are uniformly distributed between the ages of 20 and 25 and that those for level 2 are uniformly distributed between 21 and 26. It may be that all respondents saw a one-year difference between the typical ages in levels 1 and 2. But it could also be that 80 percent of the respondents saw no difference and 20 percent saw a six-year difference between the typical ages in those levels. To test this possibility, I used a multivariate repeated measures test (Morrison, 1976: 141–150). The null hypothesis was that, on the average, each respondent saw no age differences between the eight career levels.

The results did not support the null hypothesis ($F_{7,332} = 984.50; p < .001$). Individual respondents did not think the typical age for managers was the same in all eight levels. Given that result, I computed simultaneous confidence intervals for the differences between adjacent levels to determine which career levels differed. The results showed that respondents saw managers in all adjacent career levels as differing in age. Thus, the aggregated judgments defining normative age groups do not obscure individual judgments of no age differences between career levels. If anything, aggregated judgments obscure the extent to which individuals do age grade the managerial career.

**Comparison of Normative and Demographic Age Groups**

Hypothesis 2 states that normative and demographic age groups for each career level are identical. Figure 3 shows the comparison of normative and demographic age groups for each career level. The groups overlap but are not identical. A comparison of the distributions underlying the two age groups corroborated the significance of their differences. If normative and demographic age groups are similar, typical age judgments should be randomly distributed around the median age for each level. Results of a binominal test (Snedecor & Cochran, 1980: 96–97) failed to support the similarity hypothesis at the .05 level for all eight levels. Respondents’ judgments of age groups do not match demographic age categories; thus, managers appear to misperceive the actual distribution of age in their organization.

Although these results disconfirmed the equality assumption, normative and demographic age groups may still have been related. Thus, it was important to explore whether their differences were random or systematic. A comparison of the two sets of age groups suggested a systematic relationship. Normative and demographic age groups for each level overlap. In addition, with the exception of level 8, normative age groups constrain the range of typical ages further than the actual distribution indicates. Although normative age groups are defined by aggregated judgments, the results are consistent with the regression phenomenon observed in individual decision making. As discussed earlier, people tend to tighten boundaries when making judgments of uncertain distributions (Lichtenstein et al., 1982).
To confirm whether the regression observed at the aggregate level reflects a similar phenomenon at the individual level, average judgments for the typical as well as the youngest and oldest managers were compared with the actual ages for each level. Figure 4 shows this comparison. One set of points represents the actual youngest age compared to the average youngest age judgment, another set represents the actual oldest age compared to the average oldest age judgment, and a third set represents the actual average age

FIGURE 4
Comparison of Actual Ages with Age Judgments
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* For those levels marked underneath by an asterisk, the actual age falls within one standard deviation of the average age judgment.
compared to the average typical age judgment. When the average age judgment is accurate, points fall on the identity line. Because there is variation in judgments, a second measure of accuracy is whether the actual age is within the range of most age judgments. Career levels for which the actual age is within one standard deviation of the average judgment are indicated by an asterisk underneath the symbol.

The results of the comparison support the existence of a systematic regression in respondents' judgments at the individual level. As expected, on the average, respondents consistently overestimated the youngest age and underestimated the oldest age for each level. Judgments of average typical ages were reasonably accurate compared with judgments of the youngest and oldest ages. However, the regression observed for the extreme ages suggests that this phenomenon may explain the tightness of typical age judgment distributions that define normative age group boundaries.

The availability of information on which judgments are made may explain the relative accuracy of judgments about typical ages. People recall frequent events more easily than infrequent events (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973, 1974). In this organizational context, managers may make judgments on the basis of whom they see, and they see the typical manager more often than they see the youngest or the oldest manager. That explanation does not account for the increasing accuracy of the youngest and oldest age judgments for the upper career levels. The actual age distributions of the upper career levels are almost flat, suggesting that there is no typical age for these high-level managers. People may make better judgments concerning them because they are highly visible and few in number.

The results presented here suggest that managers may employ decision heuristics when making judgments about a company's age distribution. Given that shared judgments define normative age groups, such an interpretation is not inconsistent with the explanation that age norms evolve from actual distributions. Although normative and demographic age groups are not identical in this organization, they appear related systematically through judgment processes.

**The Relationship Between Age Groups and Performance Ratings**

Since the results did not support Hypothesis 2, Hypotheses 3a–3c were examined for both normative and demographic age groups. Those hypotheses specify the expected relationships between age-group membership and performance ratings. Figure 3 shows the normative and demographic age groups defined for each career level in the organization. These age-group definitions were used to divide the population of the firm's managers who received performance ratings (\( N = 542 \)) into ahead-of-schedule, on-schedule, and behind-schedule categories. For example, applying normative age groups, I assigned all level 1 managers younger than 35 years of age to the ahead-of-schedule category, as well as level 2 managers younger than 40, level 3
managers younger than 45, and so forth through the eight levels. The same procedure was used to divide the population using demographic age groups.9

The test of Hypothesis 3 is whether the proportion of managers receiving high performance ratings in each of the ahead-of-schedule, behind-schedule, and on-schedule categories differs from what is expected for the population. The proportion of managers receiving high performance ratings in the population is 29.7 percent, so the expected frequency for each category is 29.7 percent of the frequency of respondents in that category. Observed and expected frequencies were compared using a chi-square goodness-of-fit test.

Table 2 summarizes the results of those tests. For normative age groups, the results support Hypotheses 3a–3c. The numbers of managers receiving high performance ratings in both the ahead-of-schedule and behind-schedule categories are significantly different from what would be expected. The number of high performance ratings in the ahead-of-schedule category is significantly higher than expected and the number of high performance ratings in the behind-schedule category is significantly lower than expected. The number of managers receiving high performance ratings in the on-schedule category does not differ significantly from the number in the population.

The results for the demographic age groups are quite different. Although the results support Hypothesis 3c, they support neither Hypothesis 3a nor 3b. None of the on- or off-schedule categories discriminate the number of managers receiving high performance ratings from what is expected within the population at the .05 level.

Both normative and demographic age groups appear similarly related to managers’ performance ratings. However, the relationship between age-group deviation and performance ratings is significant for normative age groups, whereas this relationship is not significant for demographic age groups. If researchers taking the demographic approach had examined age groupings in the Bennix Power Company using only these demographic specifications, they would have observed no significant relationship between managerial subordinates’ age-group membership and performance ratings by supervisory managers. This finding supports the importance of studying both employees’ judgments and actual age distributions in studies of socially generated age effects.

An important alternate explanation for these findings is that the probability of receiving a high performance rating is positively related with youth (Rosen & Jerdee, 1976a, 1977). Managers in the ahead-of-schedule category

---

9 Only managers in levels 2 through 8 gave performance ratings of managerial subordinates; therefore, before I examined the relationship between age groups and performance it was important to confirm that those managers’ view of normative age groups was similar to that of the aggregate group of managers. The data show that it is. Normative age groups for managers in levels 2 through 8 are identical to the normative age groups for the aggregate group of managers. Further, the level of agreement on each career level for managers in levels 2 through 8 lies within four percentage points of the aggregate levels shown in Figure 3 (average difference = 1.8, range = 0–4). In all cases, the proportion of managers in levels 2 through 8 who agree on the normative age group exceeds the 66.6 percent cutoff.
TABLE 2
Frequencies of Managers Receiving Various Performance Ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule Categories(^a)</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Expected(^b)</th>
<th>$\chi^2$(^c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Normative Age Groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahead-of-schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance ratings</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>24.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-to-average performance ratings</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>57.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82.00</td>
<td>5.44*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance ratings</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>55.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-to-average performance ratings</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>130.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>186.00</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behind-schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance ratings</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>81.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-to-average performance ratings</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>192.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>274.00</td>
<td>6.57*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Demographic Age Groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahead-of-schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance ratings</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>23.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-to-average performance ratings</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>55.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>79.00</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance ratings</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>114.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-to-average performance ratings</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>269.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>384.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behind-schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance ratings</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-to-average performance ratings</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>55.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>79.00</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) The age-group definitions were used to divide the populations of managers who received performance ratings into the categories indicated.

\(^b\) The expected frequency equals .297(N), where .297 is the proportion of managers receiving high performance ratings in the population and N is the number of respondents in the category.

\(^c\) $df = 1$.

\(*p < .05\)

may receive higher performance ratings because they are younger than other managers, and younger managers receive higher ratings, regardless of age-group membership.

To examine this possibility, the relationship between age and performance was studied. Although the correlation between these two variables is not significant ($r = -0.04$, $p = .35$), further examination revealed they have a curvilinear relationship. The proportion of managers receiving high performance ratings is lowest among young (20–30) and old (63+) managers. It is
highest among managers between the ages of 31 and 40. After 40, the proportion of managers receiving high performance ratings declines somewhat but remains relatively stable through age 62. I used these characteristics of the performance distribution to divide managers into four age cohorts: 20–30, 31–40, 41–62, and over 62. If age explains performance ratings independently of age-group membership, there should be no difference between the proportion of high performance ratings in each on- and off-schedule category. The findings summarized in Table 3 show that is not the case.

In all instances where there is a comparison age cohort, ahead-of-schedule managers are more likely to receive high performance ratings than on-schedule managers, and on-schedule managers are more likely to receive high performance ratings than behind-schedule managers. For the normatively defined categories, 48 percent of the ahead-of-schedule managers in the top-performance 31–40 year-old age cohort received high performance ratings, whereas only 33 percent of the on-schedule managers in this cohort received high performance ratings. Similarly, 42 percent of the ahead-of-schedule managers in the moderate-performance 41–62 year-old age cohort received high performance ratings, whereas only 35 percent of the on-schedule managers and 24 percent of the behind-schedule managers in this age cohort did so. The same pattern of results emerged for the demographically defined categories. Age-group membership appears related to managers’ performance ratings, regardless of the subordinate’s age.

### TABLE 3

Proportions of Managers Receiving High Performance Ratings in Schedule Categories<sup>a</sup> by Age Cohort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule Categories</th>
<th>Age Cohorts&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Normative Age Groups</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahead-of-schedule</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-schedule</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behind-schedule</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Demographic Age Groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahead-of-schedule</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-schedule</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behind-schedule</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> The age-group definitions were used to divide the population of managers into the categories indicated.

<sup>b</sup> The column headed % gives the proportion of managers receiving high performance ratings. The column headed N gives the total number of managers receiving performance ratings.
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The goal of this exploratory study was to examine an explanation for socially generated age effects. The results support the plausibility of that explanation—age distributions appear distinct from, but related to, age norms, and deviation from age norms is associated with performance ratings. Further, the relationship between managers’ deviations from the typical ages of the age distribution for their positions and the performance ratings they receive is not significant, whereas the comparable relationship for age norms is. The direction of the two relationships, however, is similar. These findings are not inconsistent with the interpretation that age distributions and age norms are related systematically. Moreover, these findings are consistent with the interpretation that managers respond to shared beliefs about age rather than to actual ages.

Several limitations should be noted in interpreting the results. Bennix Power Company is only one organization, and we do not know how these age-related phenomena will generalize to other organizations. Preliminary interviews conducted before this research took place suggest that age judgments of career progress depend on organizational characteristics such as industry, size, age, and rate of growth. That dependence is not surprising, given that age distributions differ by occupation (Kaufman & Spilerman, 1982; Miles, 1935: 658–664; Smith, 1973). It seems likely that age grading differs in other organizations, even if the processes linking age and employee behavior remain the same. Moreover, if widely shared judgments depend on a stable organizational context such as the one studied here, it is possible that employees in organizations with high turnover or fluctuating career hierarchies do not develop such widely shared judgments and thus that age norms are either weak or nonexistent.

In addition, the data are cross-sectional. Although the explanation suggests the direction of the relationships between age distributions, age norms, and individual behavior, this research did not provide evidence on their causal order. It is not possible with cross-sectional data to state whether age-group deviation causes differences in managers’ performance ratings or whether managers’ performance ratings lead to changes in perceptions of typical ages and hence, age-group deviation. It is possible that both occur. The observed relationships may result from managerial decisions that become institutionalized over time and thus serve to create and reinforce the meaning of age norms. For instance, if a manager is promoted when he or she is young in terms of the current age norms for a career level, other managers in the organization may see the promotion as a signal of the promoted individual’s ability (Forbes, 1987; Rosenbaum, 1988). Once defined as a high-performance employee, the manager may have an increased probability of future promotions at an early age. This process reinforces existing age norms and increases the likelihood of observing performance differences for ahead-of-schedule employees.

Further, although the exploratory findings showing a systematic relationship between age distributions and age judgments suggest decision heuris-
tics at work, other explanations for the association between age distributions and age judgments should be examined. For instance, it is well known that majority opinion influences the judgments of individuals, even when majority opinion is inaccurate (Asch, 1951). As a result, if a young employee associates with older managers who still think of the organization as it was in "the good old days," the young manager's age judgments may be influenced by the groups' perceptions. It is also possible that misperceptions occur because employees' age judgments do not adjust rapidly when an organization's age distribution changes. Related work on social comparison processes (e.g., Singer, E., 1981; Singer, J.E., 1980) suggests that misperceptions may occur because of the salience of career success to employees. For instance, an employee who cares a great deal about promotion may watch fast-track managers carefully; thus, the ages of fast-trackers may influence the employee's judgments.

Finally, the meaning of the relationship between age groups and performance remains in question. Managers appear to use their subordinates' age-group membership as an implicit evaluation criterion. Yet being off schedule may have little to do with performance. Highly respected managers may choose a slower performance route even when given the opportunity to move ahead (Bailyn, 1979). As a result, it is unknown whether the differences in performance ratings observed in this study indicate perceived or actual differences in performance. However, it seems likely that such evaluations, even if originally inaccurate, become accurate over time through a social form of self-fulfilling prophecy. The process through which age norms influence behavior remains an area for further investigation.

The findings do suggest that the "unexplored territory" (Elder, 1975: 176; Hogan, 1981: 13) connecting age distributions, age norms, and employee behavior is fertile ground, not only for elaborating an explanation for age effects, but also for understanding career systems within organizations. First, shared perceptions of typical ages may indicate employees' perceptions of potential mobility. For instance, respondents believed that only level 1 managers were typically younger than 40 and that only level 7 and 8 managers were typically older than 55. Those boundaries suggest that respondents believed almost all upward movement occurred between the two ages. Forty is the age at which people begin to move to level 2, and 55 is the make-or-break age for promotion to the highest levels, a move most managers never make. Thus, in an organization where employees often remain their entire working lives, about 45 years, managers see themselves as upwardly mobile during only 15 years. Longitudinal data are not available from this company, but these perceptions are consistent with findings from Rosenbaum's (1979a, 1979b, 1984) study of a large corporation, in which the period of high career mobility was limited to a rather short timespan.

Second, age grading may play a role in demographic theories of promotion probabilities. If managers base evaluation and promotion decisions on what they currently believe is typical for a particular level, such shared age judgments may provide the link between structural and individual explana-
tions of mobility. Stewman and Konda (1983), for example, examined demo-
graphically determined promotion probabilities in organizations. Their fo-
cus was structural, but they stated that promotions are conditional on
managerial preferences. The results presented in this study suggest that such
preferences may be guided by age-graded judgments of whether subordi-
nates are ahead of, on, or behind schedule for their career level, because
managers may use such judgments as signals of a subordinate's future
potential.

Third, in addition to constructing a picture of what is typical in each
level, employees may also use age to project the promotion pattern between
levels, thus creating a cognitive representation of an entire career. The age
judgments in this study suggest several characteristics of such a shared cogni-
tive representation. Although it remains possible that managers selectively
ignore deviants, managers at the company studied appear not to realize how
early promotions are occurring and seem not to recognize the number of
managers who remain in one position until retirement. These inaccuracies
are particularly curious because it is no secret that most managers do not
leave the company until they retire. That employees overlook the existence
of long-plateaued older managers may explain or reflect an American fantasy
that promotion opportunity continues forever (Rosenbaum, 1984).

Another characteristic is that the managers studied created larger differ-
ences between organizational statuses than exist in reality. Compared with
actuality, typical age judgments systematically exaggerated the differences
between the first five career levels. In typical age judgments, levels 1 and 5
are, on the average, 10 years apart. In actuality, levels 1 and 5 are, on the
average, only two years apart. Managers appear to believe they are on an
age-based career ladder when, in fact, it is unclear that such a ladder exists.

Certainly, research suggests that people appear aware of age-graded
timetables (Bailyn & Lynch, 1983; Kanter, 1977; Lawrence, 1980; Martin &
Strauss, 1956; Sofer, 1970). The unarticulated and probably unconscious use
of such timetables in evaluation, in conjunction with the appearance of
age-graded norms in virtually all social systems (Lawrence, 1987: 51), sug-
gests that age norms may be basic assumptions (Schein, 1985) within organi-
zational cultures. If age grading occurs and differs in other organizations,
career plateaus and technological obsolescence may be organizationally spe-
cific manifestations of such norms. A 35-year-old middle manager may be
plateaued in one company and on a fast track in another. Mergers may be
complicated when firms have top management teams of widely differing
ages. And employees who choose lateral transfers or career slowdowns at the
wrong age may unknowingly risk their future chances for promotion. Such
organizational issues have frequently been attributed to chronological aging,
but position on an age-graded timetable may better explain them.

Finally, the results suggest that age distributions may play an important
role in career systems. If, as suggested by this study, age norms evolve from
actual age distributions, the changing age distribution in this country may
signal subsequent changes in age norms. This raises the important question
of how responsive age norms are to changes in age distributions. Do employees tend to hang on to old judgments, or do they quickly perceive a changing social order? Predicting a socially generated age effect such as managerial promotion preferences thus requires knowledge of the stability of age judgments under conditions of a stable age distribution and of the dynamics that determine the time lag between a changing age distribution and subsequent changes in judgments. Moreover, if age norms do influence employee motivation and performance, understanding how such norms evolve will help promote the design of better organizational structures. Work groups selected for age diversity, for instance, may increase the range of ages considered acceptable by employees and thus increase the potential high-performance period.

Results from this study are consistent with the explanation that age distributions drive the development of age norms that in turn influence employee behavior. However, the lack of consensus on age norms suggests an addition to the theory. Some respondents thought that age norms differed from those agreed upon by most other respondents in the company, and it is interesting to speculate whether these deviant individuals experience age norms differently. Some managers may perceive but disagree with and ignore the norms, whereas others may be unaware of the norms in the first place. Assuming that some relationship exists between performance ratings and actual performance, such individual perceptions may be useful for explaining how behind-schedule managers maintain high performance in spite of the social pressures that define them as “over the hill.” Thus, the effect of age norms on individuals may depend on individual differences as well as on normative and demographic age groupings. Understanding the separate effects of and the joint interaction between these three methods of matching age categories with roles and statuses helps in elaborating how people create, recreate, and maintain continuity at work by using age to index their expectations.
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